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OVERALL INFORMATION
Delta Cultura built the Education Center in 2004/2005
and has been operating it successfully ever since. The
offers of the Center have changed significantly over the
years. Initially the focus was on professional trainings,
today it is the basic education of children and young
people from socially and / or economically disadvantaged families.
The years of experience in the education sector are integrated into the everyday life of the Education Center and
continuously adapt the activities.

Cleida

12 years old
I love Delta
Cultura because
I can have fun
here.
Delta Cultura
enchants people.
When I am sad
I come to Delta
Cultura and I am happy.
Delta Cultura teaches
children to learn more.

This Delta Cultura annual report describes the activities
of the Education Center 2021 in numbers, pictures, anecdotes and short stories. The report aims to give an insight
into everyday life at the Center and the effects it has on
the lives of children and young people.
Enjoy reading the report.
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VISION
DELTA CULTURA ENDS POVERTY THROUGH EDUCATION.
We teach children and adolescents the enthusiasm for learning.
By recognizing and promoting their potential, we make a significant contribution
toward self-determination, alert action and social change.

MISSION
THE CORE COMPETENCE OF DELTA CULTURA IS EDUCATION.
We develop educational programs that aim for recognition and the promotion
of potential.
Our educational programs support natural curiosity and the capacity to tackle
challenges and to make decisions.
For the implementation of the educational programs we focus on tools like
free access to information, arts, football and playful elements.
Our support for the accomplishment of educational challenges contributes to
personal development and relief for families.
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THE EDUCATION CENTER
A SAFE PLACE FOR CHILDREN
AND YOUNG PEOPLE
OBJECTIVES

CREATED REQUIREMENTS

All created requirements, sub-goals and activities are designed to achieve this goal.

THE EDUCATION CENTER - A SAFE PLACE

Delta Cultura and the Education Center have as main
objective: the creation and improvement of future perspectives for children and young people.

The path to achieving these goals began with the construction of the Education Center in 2004/2005. Since
then, the created requirements have been continuously
improved. The most important requirements ensured:

The term safe place does not just mean a physical place
that keeps away danger and threat. It is about a place of
trust where the children and young people feel comfortable, a place of security, a place where they can discover
and develop their talents, a place where mistakes can be
made, where the focus is on the strengths and not on the
weaknesses of the children and young people, a place
where the children and young people’s voices are heard
and taken seriously.
The importance of such a place for children and young
people’s development has been examined and proven in
numerous studies:
 https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/aces/about.
html
 https://eric.ed.gov/?q=learning+environment

The most important sub-goals:
 Improving school performance
 Promotion of self-confidence
 Promotion of intrinsic motivation
 Promotion of social skills
 Promotion of creativity and artistic intuition
 Promoting of critical thinking
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CREATION OF LASTING POSITIVE MEMORIES

As this report shows, the Education Center is a place that
gives the children and young people many positive lasting memories. Studies on this topic prove the importance
of positive lasting memories for children’s development
and their future mental health:
 https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-017-0093
 https://elemental.medium.com/the-power-of-positive-memories-86c2441ffe07
 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/04/160420083949.htm

daily with the children and a Cape Verdean woman. In
this way, the children learn the language early, spontaneously and playfully.
The same applies to the many Portuguese volunteers (in
2021 there were 20 who came for 2 months each) who are
an integral part of everyday life at the Education Center.
They cannot speak Creole and the children and young
people have to speak to them in Portuguese. These numerous conversations improve the children’s and young
people’s knowledge of Portuguese in a natural way and
not in a mandatory school situation.

FREE ACCESS TO INFORMATION

The offer of free internet for research purposes, but also
the realization of regular workshops on relevant current
topics and internet security significantly improve the access to information for children and young people.

THE ACTIVITIES OF THE
EDUCATION CENTER IN 2021

The offers of the Education Center were expanded in
2021. Piano and surfing lessons were added to the existing activities. The offers in 2021 were the following:
 School support: help with homework and tutoring
classes where needed and wanted
 IT lessons for all interested participants as well as
free access to internet for research purposes
 Kindergarten
 Educational games on and off the pitch (Football 3
tournaments, etc.)
 Art lessons: painting, handicrafts, and jewelry making for all interested participants

TEACHING THE PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE

The mother tongue of the children and young people is
Creole. They only “learn” Portuguese at school. However,
Portuguese is not treated as a foreign language - which
it is for the children - but it is assumed that the children
already understand the language. As this is not the case,
the children only learn by memorization without understanding exactly what they have memorized.
The Education Center antagonises this problem in particular with the kindergarten. The children are looked after by a Portuguese woman who only speaks Portuguese
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EVALUATION

 Music lessons: singing, guitar and piano lessons for









The same age as the Education Center (16 years) are Delta Cultura’s experiences with monitoring and evaluating
the activities of the Center. Over the years, many evaluation tools have been tried and some that did not bring
meaningful results have been dismissed.
For educational reasons Delta Cultura does not use
school grades as an indicator, the children and young
people are not forced to bring in their school tests and
grades in order not to destroy the relationship of trust
between the educators and participants. For the same
reason, no evaluation tests are carried out in IT or any
other area.

around 20 participants
English, French and Portuguese lessons for all interested participants
Multi-purpose room with regular film screenings
and workshops on the topic of the month (one of the
17 UN sustainable development goals)
Football training and games on the weekends for U7,
U9, U11, U13 (boys and girls mixed), U15, U17, U19
(men), U17 (women) and female’s and male senior
teams
Surf and bodyboard lessons, in a first phase for 8
participants
Batuco (drumming-singing-dancing tradition)
Agroforestry project: in 2020 the project began with
the planting of 90 fruit trees

The indicators used in this report to demonstrate the
success of the Education Center are:
 Number of educational activities carried out in 2021
 Number of sportive, cultural and educational events
conducted in 2021
 Anecdotes that describe the typical everyday life of
the Education Center, told by educators and volunteers
 Quotes from participants about what the Center
means to them
 Statement from the Mayor of Tarrafal
 Brief report from a volunteer
 Testimonies from two long-time participants

In addition to the daily programs and activities, DCCV
organizes educational, sporting and cultural events, especially during the Christmas and Easter holidays and in
the first month of summer. The three-day summer camp
in July is always one of THE highlights for many of the
participants.
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THE DELTA CULTURA KINDERGARTEN
The Delta Cultura Kindergarten gets its own chapter in
this report because it is one of the most successful programs of the Education Center.
The 30 children of the kindergarten are brought to the
Center by the Delta Cultura car every morning at 08:00
and brought home again at 16:00.
The main reason for the success of the kindergarten is that
the children are cared for 8 hours a day, while the school
children are only 3 hours per day in the Education Center.
This gives the educators many more opportunities to respond to the children and involve them in age-appropriate activities.
Delta Cultura started the kindergarten - the only kindergarten in the municipality of Tarrafal free of charge - in
2016. The main motivation for this was that Delta Cultura
wanted to counteract the fact that the children are only
confronted with the Portuguese language when they start
school. And unfortunately Portuguese is not taught as a
foreign language - which it is for the children, since they
only speak Creole at home and among themselves - but
the teachers in the public schools act as if Portuguese were
the children‘s mother tongue. This is a sad legacy of colonialism and it means that children often only memorize
without understanding what they are learning. This inevitably leads to a loss of interest in learning.

The children in the Delta Cultura Kindergarten are always
looked after by a Portuguese woman who only speaks
Portuguese to them and a Cape Verdean woman. This
way they learn Portuguese in a fun way and not by “sit
still, be quiet and learn Portuguese”.
The Delta Cultura Kindergarten accepts children from
the age of 4, who are then cared for for 2 years before
they go to school. The experiences of the last few years
have shown that the playful approach to learning the
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Portuguese language is very successful. After two years,
the children cannot all speak, but they all understand the
language effortlessly. A great advantage for their future
school career.
As in all other programs, the children are encouraged by
the educators to participate in the various activities but
are never forced. The children of the kindergarten have
their own room, but the entire Education Center is at
their disposal. The art room is very popular, as is the large
inner courtyard.
But what reads here like vain bliss also has its difficulties. You can also see the story about Jassica, the head of
the kindergarten, which can be read in this report. The
children all come from poor economic and social backgrounds. Many are beaten at home and receive little attention. So they are used to being yelled at and hit when
they disobey. Of course, that doesn‘t happen in the Delta

Cultura Kindergarten, but the children are often very
violent with one another, and they are often hitting and
throwing stones at one another. This is a challenge for
the educators. Violence as an educational tool is a topic
in all parents‘ meetings and also in the many one-on-one
talks that the kindergarten coordinator has with the parents. Not always with the desired success, but at least the
parents hear regularly about the negative effects of violence in raising children and thus have the opportunity
to rethink.
The Delta Cultura kindergarten counteracts the lack of
attention and affection from which the children suffer at
home. As far as possible, the educators give intense attention to each child. The children thank it with happiness
and obvious contentment. All children are very happy to
come to the Delta Cultura Kindergarten. This fact by itself
proves the success of the program.
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PROJECT MANAGERS RESUME
GILSON

In order to improve the quality of our work and ensure that we will achieve the sustainability we need, we
changed our Delta Cultura Education Center managing
team. I, Gilson da Costa, and Marisa Correia were chosen as the new managers. Even though I find this transition very important for Delta Cultura’s development, on
a personal note, I see this new role as very challenging
and a long-term process.
The first challenge for me will be to be able to conciliate this new role with my already existing roles and
responsibilities. Finding time to commit and deliver all
these tasks and responsibilities is not an easy task for me,
as all of them requires a lot of work, time and dedication.
However, strong will and commitment allows me always
to find time and energy to do all in its due time.
Delta Cultura Education Center have always been
managed the same person and that has created a sort of
an impregnated idea that the power of decision is held by
one person only. Therefore, I find it very hard for the staff
to understand the importance of respecting and committing by the decisions of the new managing team without
the intervention of the former manager.
Another challenge I see is the work ideology that has
been implemented for years at Delta Cultura. An ideology based on the principals of freedom, responsibility, accountability and respect. These are beautiful work principles that if intrinsically shared and understood by the
staff, the work habits and ethics would become the best

for an organization. Unfortunately, these principals were
not positively assimilated and implemented by the staff
and that affected negatively the organizational structure
of Delta Cultura as a team. Therefore, it is very hard now
to change these negative work habits into a more positive
that will bring more benefits to Delta Cultura without legal measures that demands more productivity from the
staff.
The other issue is the individual mindset that affects
the organizational structure of Delta Cultura. This has
been one of the core problems of Delta Cultura as a team
as it seems hard for some to separate their individual and
personal mindset to what should be a more professional
mindset. The confusion between the two is still present
in some tasks and decisions that are made as some still
struggle on placing Delta Cultura’s principles over their
own.
In general, all these challenges turn this new role very
challenging for me, on a personal and professional level,
as dealing with these issues can be very sensitive in both
levels. However, I still believe it is possible to overcome
these issues and turn Delta Cultura into the organization
we ambition to have.
This new transition will also bring significant advantages to Delta Cultura, more specifically, on the financial
sustainability. It has been quite urgent that more work
and focus needs to be placed on bringing more funds to
Delta Cultura. Delta Cultura is partially dependent on
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MARISA

It has always been difficult for me to be a leader. I never liked being the boss. I don‘t like telling people what to
do. It creates enemies in the workplace. This is how you
create enemies simply because you are the boss.
The Center has different employees, each and every
one of us with our own attitude, with our own way of
understanding things, each and every one with their own
ideas, but we often sit and talk about these ideas in order
to achieve a common goal, which makes our job easier. It
is not easy to lead such a project, but we have to believe
in it and do what has to be done.

funders and the numbers on that seem to be decreasing
over the years. Therefore, this new transition will allow
the former Project Manager to better secure the funds in
place and find potential long-term funders.
Also, it is an important step to Delta Cultura in decentralizing the concept of power in organizational
structures and promoting youth leadership and female
empowerment within the organization. A lot of organizations tend to hold leadership positions withing their
foundations while that transition is extremely important
for new perspectives in terms of organizational leadership and development.
Therefore, alongside with the new manager, I eager to
work on helping Delta Cultura achieve its goals on the
organizational structure, bringing unity, responsibility,
commitment and respect to the team. Thus, with more
work being done on the financial aspect, Delta Cultura
will achieve its sustainability and have the social impact
that we seek.

Delta Cultura, the best organized
association
told by Zito – educator, coach

Whenever a child or young person registers
for football training who was already registered
before, but then stopped, I ask why they want to
come back. The reasons are of course varied, some
were prohibited by their parents, for example because the school grades are not good enough, but
especially often there are answers such as Delta
Cultura is the best organized football school and
we are organizing more games than other teams
on the weekends. Unfortunately, some other football schools also closed during the pandemic and
have not reopened till today. Many young people
also tell me: “We want to come back because we
don’t want to be without meaningful occupation.
Spending time on the streets all day is not good
for us. “
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LEO

11 years old

e.
Delta is like a home away from hom
o
A place where we can be wh

we want to be, we don’t
have to pretend to be
someone who we not are
just to please others.

Delta is one of the few places
where we can learn and have fun
at the same time.
I didn’t have many friends when
I came here, but now I have so
many that I sometimes forget
their names, but we get along
very well.
it seems that they know
Very intelligent people work here and
from first to twelfth grade.
all of the school’s teaching content
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THE DELTA CULTURA TEAM 2021
In 2021, the team has not changed compared to the previous year.
In mid-2021 there was a restructuring in the management of the Education Center. The long-time project manager and co-founder Florian Wegenstein has resigned
from this function in order to be able to take care of the
fundraising more intensively. At this point of the year,
the financial outlook for 2022 was not as it should have
been due to the pandemic, so this step was necessary
and correct. The financial prospects for 2022 are already
much better at the end of 2021 and also on long-term
everything is on the right track again.
The project management is now carried out by Estela
Amarilia Cabral Correia (Marisa) and Gilson Celestino
Borges Lopes da Costa (Gilson).
Marisa is the co-founder of Delta Cultura, as well as
long-time cultural director, head of the Batuco group
and administrator of the Education Center and Gilson is
former participant of the football school, employee since
2013 and program coordinator for the past few years.
Their comments can be found under „Project manager
report“.

Ariana

8 years old
I like coming
to the Center
because I can
do important
things here and
because I can do
what I like to do
here. I would like
it best if the Center were a boarding school
and we could sleep here too and not have
to go to school or home.
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THE TEAM IN 2021

JASSICA – Coordinator
kindergarten; with Delta
Cultura since 2011

MARISA – Project Manager
/ Administrator / Cultural
Director / Co-founder of
Delta Cultura 2004

In the Education Center
there are many children
from different families,
each with their own
problems, but we try to
be responsive to all the children and we want
them to forget their problems at least for the time
they are here by letting them do what they like to
do.

Delta Cultura is the family
of my heart.
GILSON – Project Manager
/ Program Coordinator,
with Delta Cultura since
2013

For me too, the Center is a place where I can
forget my problems. Also because of the affection
I get from the children.

For me Delta Cultura’s
work is fundamental
for the development
process of any children.
A lot of children here in Tarrafal have their
future determined by the rough education and
reality that they are provided with during their
childhood. Therefore, it is very important that
Delta Cultura keeps serving as this haven for
them, where they are fully supported to develop
their interpersonal and academic skills, and
realize their potential at their own pace. Perhaps,
it is the only place here in Tarrafal where they are
valued and acknowledged for who they genuinely
are and not for what others expect them to be.
They are truly happy in their own world and that
is reflected throughout their most authentic
conversations with one another.

INÊS VARELA FIGUEIREDO –
kindergarten nurse; with
Delta Cultura since 2020
For me the Education
Center is color, joy and
entertainment. It is a
refuge where the children
have the chance to grow
in their own rhythm and time.
KATIA – Responsible
for public affairs and
coordination of the
volunteers; with Delta
Cultura since 2019

FLORIAN – Responsible for
Fundraising and Content
design, Co-founder of
Delta Cultura 2004

The Education Center
is a place that protects
children and young
people‘s rights and where children and young
people can play and develop their talents in a
safe environment. It is a place where we and
the children and young people learn about
engagement, acceptance, empathy and tolerance.

As the author of this
annual report, I am
proud to say that the
Education Center is a
successful place. The reactions especially from
the participants featured in this report prove it.
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THE TEAM IN 2021

CUTCHINHA – Educator,
football coach, sportive
director – with Delta
Cultura since 2009

SUZETHE - IT teacher; with
Delta Cultura since 2010
I have gained a lot of
experience in the 11 years
that I have been working
in the Education Center,
I have learned a lot and
I am still learning. Of
course I also have my ups and downs, but we all
work with determination and strength.

There should be facilities
like the Education
Center all over the world
because it is a place
where the children can express themselves and
implement their ideas.
I feel this spirit “I want, I can, I will succeed” of the
children I work with. We walk together.

ZITO – Educator / Football
Coach; with Delta Cultura
since 2010

MAI – Cook of the
kindergarten; with Delta
Cultura since 2016

In the beginning the
Education Center was the
place I played football.
Then it became my place
of work. Today it is much
more than that. I feel loved here and am happy to
be close to the children and young people whom
I can help.

The Education Center
means a lot to me.
For the children it means
everything. Here they
learn different things and
they are free to choose. This makes them happy.

For me, the Center is a second home and I
do what I love to do here: helping others and
contributing to social, cultural and sporting
development in my community. It is always an
honour ...

NENE – Educator, Football
Coach; with Delta Cultura
since 2004
The Education Center
is my second home.
The days I do not come
to the Center I feel like
something is missing.

Fabricio

6 years old
I come to the
Center because
I like to be here
and because I
am not beaten
here. Here I can
play and train
football. I would
much rather be here than at school where
the teacher keeps beating me.

SAMIR – Educator; with
Delta Cultura since 2011
In the Education Center
everything mixes up:
cultures, religions,
opinions and tastes.
I think the Center is
a special place for all
children where they can develop their talents in
the area they want to.
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STATEMENT FROM THE MAYOR OF TARRAFAL
rural areas. This ranged from co-organizing and participating in the traditional festivities of the village saint to
the most recent Batuco Festival, which took place a few
weeks ago.

I, José dos Reis Lopes
Varela, Mayor of
Tarrafal de Santiago,
Republic of Cape
Verde, hereby declare that I and the City
Council consider the
association
Delta
Cultura to be a very
relevant organization for the life of the
Tarrafal municipality, for the role it plays in the areas of
education, family support, preparation for life and vocational training as well as culture and in the initiation and
improvement of youth sports.

Delta Cultura has the unanimous recognition and praise
of the municipality of Tarrafal for the high level of service
in the municipality.

Caila

7 years old
I like Delta Cultura
Merry Christmas
Delta Cultura
A heart for
Delta.

Delta Cultura is a very active partner of the Tarrafal
municipality in promoting cultural life, in particular in
organizing the annual Batuco Festival and in organizing
sporting events in which both male and female footballers take part.
From the beginning of 2021, Delta Cultura was a partner
of the municipality in the organization of several social
and cultural events that took place in the city but also in
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THE NEW ACTIVITIES IN 2021

PIANO LESSONS

SURF AND BODYBOARD LESSONS

It was thanks to the volunteers from Switzerland, Anita
and Mathilde, that the Education Center is able to offer
piano lessons since October. Anita, whose husband runs
a hotel in Tarrafal, donated a piano that found its way to
Tarrafal in a container with furniture for the hotel.
Anita and Mathilde gave piano-, percussion- and singing
lessons from October until the end of the year. Mathilde
will continue these lessons in 2022 in return for an expense allowance. A great enrichment for the Education
Center, because a lot of the participants have talent for
music and are enthusiastic about music ... and we all
know that no other activity stimulates so many brain areas at the same time as making music.
At the beginning of December the children’s first concert took place. They sang and played at the Delta Cultura 20th anniversary party. It was a very nice event and a
lasting positive memory for many children.

In November 2021 the Education Center started to offer
surf and bodyboard lessons. This was possible thanks to
cooperation between different organizations: Delta Cultura, Gang of Greenwood, Surfeurs Solidaires and Kabana
Surf Club.
Gang of Greenwood donated Delta Cultura 4 bodyboards,
1 longboard and 4 wetsuits.
Two surfers from the Kabana Surf Club, Ailton and Edmilson, give the surf lessons once per week to 10 participants (5 boys and 5 girls). Their salary is also funded
by the Gang of Greenwood. Delta Cultura takes over the
transport of the children to the beach and home and also
supervisions the lessons with at least one educator.
The first 3 months are considered the trial months. After
this offer is proved to be successful, it will be expanded
and financed in the long term. Gang of Greenwood is taking care of the financing.
This is another offer for which many participants develop
enthusiasm.
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THE VOLUNTEERS 2021
Due to the pandemic, the volunteers did not come
until March 2021. A total of 20 volunteers came this year.
From March to July there were 11 in number and from
October to December there were 9. One of them, Marco, came twice. From April to June and then again from
November to February (see his statement in this report).
18 of the volunteers came from Portugal through the
volunteering organization Para Onde? and 2 from Switzerland.
As previous year, there were more women than men
as volunteers in the Education Center in 2021: 15 women - 5 men.
The work of the volunteers in the Education Center
is very important. In two ways. First, almost all participants suffer from attention deficit and lack of affection.
Of course, they get this from all the educators from the
Education Center, but the more people work here, the
more attention each individual child receives.
The second importance is that of the Portuguese language (detailed under “The Education Center - a safe
place”).

SHORT RESUME FROM CATARINA REDINA
I spent two and a half months at Delta Cultura and I can definitely say that I couldn‘t
have made a better decision!
I want to talk about the 3 children who
touched me the most, António, Sandrina
and Mana.
António was the youngest brother I never
had. I was responsible for reading with him
for 10-15 minutes every morning and I could
even see a little development, which was a
great achievement for me to see progress in
such a short time. I remember all the laughs
and jokes we had like it was yesterday, it
couldn‘t have been better.
Sandrina and Mana were my math afternoon companions. It was like we‘d been
friends for a long time. They were both very
funny and happy, which made me feel good
in their company.
Thank you for making this
and many other experiences possible.
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Catarina Redinha

SHORT RESUME FROM MARCO MACIEL
Volunteering at Delta Cultura has been a very
enriching experience that has had a huge impact
on my life.
It is organizations like this that promote the impact of volunteering and we volunteers feel it.
Delta Cultura encourages initiative among children and provides us volunteers with the tools to
have a positive impact on the lives of these children and on the entire Tarrafal community.
Returning to volunteering wasn‘t a difficult decision as the first 2 months I was here were months
of great happiness and positive changes in my
life.
Since returning as a volunteer, I have felt that I
made the right decision to continue my mission
to make the world a better and happier place.
I will always be grateful that Delta Cultura was
part of my personal development, influenced
my goals in life and, above all, contributed to my
satisfaction.
I hope that I will always be able to give back
everything Delta Cultura gave to me.
Thank you Delta Cultura

SHORT RESUME FROM MARTA RAMIREZ
It was a morning as always, the sun was still low and created great light and shadow contrasts. A
small group of children crossed the large sand-stone soccer field full of energy and in high speed.
There was music very close by and then a great deal of excitement: screams and laughter everywhere. The Delta Cultura car had just arrived, and with it the children, young people and employees
of the Education Center.
Hugs, jumps and games, everyone wanted to start a new day. Some children started climbing the
trees while others played on the swing. Some went to the classroom or the library, others to the art
or music room. The older ones prepared for
football training and the little ones ran to the
kindergarten with Jassica. So much to discover, explore and experience in a space full
of nature, joy and freedom, Delta Cultura.
This scene shows the simplicity of everyday
life and the will to shape, improve and build
the future of Cape Verdean society, with the
respect, listening and freedom of expression
of the younger generation.
Marta Ramirez
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JASSICA LOPES
FERNANDES
Jassica was born in Tarrafal in 1988. She has 7 sisters,
two from the same mother and father, the others from
the father‘s side only. Three of her sisters have emigrated.
When Jassica was 13 years old, her mother died in a car
accident. From then on she lived with her sisters with her
father who had to work hard as a fisherman to raise them.
“Of course the memory of my mother is a painful one,
but I still had a very happy childhood. I was also a good
student”, Jassica remembers about her childhood.
Jassica was 15 years old when Delta Cultura started offering girls‘ football and Batuco (drumming-dancing-singing tradition) in 2003. Jassica was participating from day
one, both in football and in Batuco. She stopped playing
football two years ago, but practices Batuco until today.
“It was the first time that football training was offered
for girls in Tarrafal and I remember that Florian, our
coach, always had to fight hard to be able to use the pitch.
Back then we were a very closely bonded team ...“
In 2008, Jassica’s last year at school, she became pregnant and gave birth to Jaiston. „He and my younger sister
Ruana, for whom I have felt responsible since our mother‘s death, are the reasons why I never wanted to emigrate, as most of the young people here want to,“ explains
Jassica and it actually is a rarity for young people not to
dream of emigration.
Jassica has volunteered for Delta Cultura for many
years. In 2011, Delta Cultura was able to employ her. “It
was a big challenge in the beginning. The environment
was more than familiar to me, but as a volunteer I was
still a little bit more independent. And suddenly I was
responsible for a group of children.“
But Jassica grew quickly with her job. Delta Cultura of
course knew exactly and for a long time that Jassica loves
children and devotes herself to them.
Jassica loves to talk about a trip to Brazil that Delta
Cultura made possible for her: “FIFA invited organizations to the so-called Football for Hope Festival in Brazil
for the World Cup 2014 in Brazil. Delta Cultura participated with a delegation of 6 young players (3 boys and
3 girls) and 3 educators. “I was one of the educators. In

some way this was a kind of compensation for me because in 2008 when the Batuco group was invited to Austria I could not go as I was pregnant. But of course I was
happy for my friends of the Batuco group.
The festival in Brazil was a great experience, so many
people from all over the world in one place. That was really very inspiring. There was a Football 3 tournament
played which is a special form of a football game that is
mainly about fairness and gender equality. Delta Cultura
even won the tournament, but that was not of great importance. It was more important that I am still in contact
with two girls I met there: Raiany from Brazil and Sara
from Angola. „
In 2016 Jassica started working in the Delta Cultura
Kindergarten. First with Cutchinha, another educator
of the Education Center, but soon with Mariana, a Portuguese woman. „We wanted a Portuguese woman who
only speaks Portuguese with the children so that the children can learn the language in a playful way.“
After 4 years as a kindergarten teacher alongside Mariana, Jassica took over the management of the kindergarten in 2020. Inês, a Portuguese woman, was put by her
side. Jassica about her work: “Working with the small
children is a very big challenge. They need even more attention than the older children. I love children more than
anything, but it can also be very exhausting. You have to
consider that almost all of the children come from difficult backgrounds and are used to being beaten up and
yelled at. If you do not, they just will not listen to you. It
took me a time to find the right strategy to deal with it.
Today I know that the most important thing is to recognize potential conflict situations early and to intervene
even before the children start hitting each other. And I
always insist that they apologize if there is a fight.
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I very often seek a conversation with the parents because I know that this is where the problem originates,
but many are not open to it and consider beating up their
child is a suitable educational tool. But of course I don‘t
stop talking to them. Maybe it will be fruitful one day
after all.“
When Jassica finished twelfth and final grade in 2008,
she had a negative grade in history. But back then, as a

mother, she was no longer interested in school. Twelve
years later, she decided to graduate from school and
caught up on this one subject.
“I want to start studying educational science online in
2022. I cannot afford to leave work and study. But I really
want to learn more. I would like to be able to help the
children even more.“

Adriana

12 years old
Delta offers very
special activities,
I learn a lot here,
I learn to draw
and I have a lot
of friends here
and I always
have fun here. I
play football or I am in the IT room, or I am
learning English or singing. Delta has many
great celebrations.
I love studying at Delta.
Merry Christmas to everyone who learns at
Delta.

Kevin and the Heart

told by Jassica - kindergarten director
One day in the kindergarten we talked about
touching each other and about the fact that the
children shouldn’t let anyone touch them everywhere and should also let the person know
clearly that they do not want that. I said that girls
shouldn’t be grabbed by the breasts, for example.
Kevin (5 years old) had his own opinion: “You
should only touch a chest if you want to feel the
heart.”
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BATUCO FESTIVAL 2021
Batuco is a drum-dance-singing tradition that is
performed mainly by women. As it is well known, the
co-founder of Delta Cultura, Marisa founded a Batuco
group in 2003, which is still active to this day.
Delta Cultura has been organizing the so-called Batuco Festival for 17 years now, and 2021 was no exception.
As always, the event was a great success. 15 groups from
all over the island came together.
Already the lunch that all groups take together is a
highlight. Exchange of experiences and anecdotes from
the life of the Batucadeiras, as the performing artists are
called, determine the happy get-together.
The group‘s performance in the early evening is always
a great success and is attended by numerous citizens.
As Batuco is also being threatened to degenerate into
a pure tourist attraction, such events are much closer to
the tradition of Batuco, which used to be practiced very
spontaneously on the streets in the evenings.
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Ciara

8 years old
The Center is my
second home,
here I have my
second mother
who I love more
than anything
(Cutchinha).
When I am in the
Center I feel happy. Here I can play, learn
and sing ...

Nerline the math specialist
told by Samir - Educator

Nerline is 7 years old. I do homework with her
on a regular basis and I noticed how much she
likes math and how good she is at it. So I started
to explain multiplication to her in a playful way,
although she is not able to do it yet, but I noticed
that the math class doesn’t challenge her.
Nerline learned to multiply very quickly and I
now have to constantly give her new tasks.
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Henrique, the artist

is not necessary. He automatically draws in every free
minute.
In order to give the children with talent for drawing a better understanding of art, we will visit a well
know artist in the capital of Praia in January. The artist already agreed to show the children his works and
also to explain them and talk about art in general.
Henrique is certain: “One day I will be an artist.”

told by Gilson - project manager, educator

Henrique is 11 years old. He lives with his grandmother. Henrique has an amazing talent for drawing.
He looks at pictures on the Internet and then draws
them without a template, purely from memory. Of
course we promote such talent, but with Henrique it
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Teacher beating up children

The kids keep on saying that other punishments
include: “grab me by the hair … grab me by my lips …
making jokes about me being stupid, etc.”
They also go on telling me about other teachers
who bring an iron stick inside her bag and beats
them with it when she gets mad at them. There is also
a teacher who they say brings a whip in his bag and
uses it to punish kids for misbehaving.
I believe these facts proof the importance of Delta
Cultura.

story told by Gilson, Project manager, Educator
While we were doing activities in the Art Room
with the kids, two kids start talking to each other
about their teachers punishing them in class.
One starts by saying that the teacher beats them
with a stick nicknamed by himself as “Chocolate Ferrero” because he said “it’s the best chocolate in the
world”. So, whenever they don’t do the assignments
or misbehave, the teacher tells them “you’ll get chocolate Ferrero”.

Tainara

15 years old

When the pandemic broke out, we moved
to Tarrafal. Before I registered, I did a lot of
research on the Internet about the Education
Center and I was full of
expectations.
Now I’m already registered
and I’m so happy here at the
Education Center because
I like it so much here. On
the days when I have
gym class and can’t go to
the Education Center, I
always pray that the gym
teacher won’t show up
and that I can still go to
the Center.

I lived on the island
of Sal with my
parents and only
came to Tarrafal
for holidays.
Whenever I was
here I would hear
the children around
me talking about
the Education
Center. That made
me very curious and I wanted to get to know
the Center, but it was always closed in August
when I was in Tarrafal.
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PEDRO JOAQUIM
FURTADO MORENO
Pedro Joaquim Furtado Moreno, known by everyone
as Patas, was born in Tarrafal in 1986. He was raised by
his grandmother. His father migrated to Portugal when
he was very young.
Patas had a normal school career and graduated from
school, but his dream and goal were always to become a
professional football player. “Football means everything
to me, ever since I was a child. I didn‘t want to emigrate,
like many of my friends, to live abroad, I wanted to
leave because I wanted to become a professional football
player and there was no professional football, not even
semi-professional football, in Cape Verde,” explains Patas.
Patas was 16 years old when Delta Cultura started football training for children and young people. Of
course Patas with his enthusiasm for football took part
in the trainings from the beginning. His first coach was
Zé, the brother of Delta Cultura co-founder Marisa.
“Before that, there weren‘t any regular football trainings
for young people at my age. Before that, I only played
football on the streets and at school, „tells Patas about
his great joy when Delta Cultura enabled him to „really“
train and play football.
When the Education Center was built in 2004/2005,
Patas helped out as a volunteer. From pulling out bushes,
to prepare the land for construction, to repairing the flat
roofs that had been improperly covered by the architect,
Patas was always ready to help. „Delta Cultura was my
home.“
In 2007 Delta Cultura succeeded in hiring Patas as a
football coach and educator. His salary was paid for by
long-time partner FIFA-Football for Hope. Patas remembers: “At that time I learned what the difference is between the development of football and football for social
development. Using the strength and enthusiasm that
football triggers in so many people for positive change.
Right from the start, Delta Cultura never focused on
promoting talent, but rather on positive change through
football. „
Delta Cultura tried very hard to support Pata‘s dream
of becoming a professional footballer. It was obvious to
everyone involved that Patas not only had the talent but

also the right attitude to have success with his dream. He
subordinated everything to football. Parties on the nights
before a game were no option for him. He hardly consumed any alcohol.
In 2008 the Delta Cultura Batuco group was invited
to Austria and project manager Florian took the opportunity to bring Patas to Austria and get him a trial training session at an Austrian club. There was interest, but
ultimately it failed because of a work permit for Patas in
Austria. Another attempt to find a place for Patas with a
Swiss club was also unsuccessful. Patas recalls with horror: “It was winter and it was so incredibly cold. I had
never felt this before. I also had difficulties with the food
in Switzerland. So my performance was not sufficient. „
In 2010 Patas tried to find a club in Portugal. He travelled to Portugal on a 3 month tourist visa. “At first I
had the same problems as in Austria. Various clubs have
shown interest, but the missing residence permit would
not allow me to stay. I have already given up and actually
wanted to go back. But everyone told me not to give up
so fast. With the help of my father, I managed to legalize
myself in Portugal and I finally started playing football.“
Now 11 years followed as a semi-professional footballer with 5 different clubs in Portugal. Patas is proud to
say that he was always a starter and never a player on the
bench no matter where he played. “I‘ve always had free
board and lodging and a small salary. I also had a contract that said that the Club has to pay my trip to Cape
Verde once a year.“
So it happened that 9 months after his home leave in
2016, his son was born in Cape Verde. It happens a lot
in Cape Verde. Many emigrants have children in Europe
and in Cape Verde. However, they often do not look after
the children in Cape Verde. Patas is different: “I am not
with the mother of my child anymore, but I take care of
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is in the process of buying machines for
sand production. The necessary quarry
has already been selected and approved.
This entrepreneur, who inherited his
fortune, not only wants to do business
but also get involved in the social field
and also try to bring football players
from Cape Verde to Portugal. “He wants
to promote talents from a wide variety
of areas and help them start a career. Be
it in football or athletics, but also dance,
for example.”, explains Patas.
The entrepreneur and Patas have become friends
and from 2022 on Patas will take over the position of
the sports director in this company and use and expand
his numerous contacts in the football sector in Portugal.
Patas‘ first activity in this company was the signing of a
contract between Delta Cultura and this company, which
regulates the transfer of players from Delta Cultura to
Europe. “It will be our ultimate goal to take care of these
players in Portugal. The main goal is not to make money. Careers should be made possible and Delta Cultura
should benefit from the training of the players.“
Another dream of Patas seems to be coming true ...

both of them. I send money every month. I don‘t want
my son lacking anything. Even during the pandemic, I
always sent money even though I hardly had any income.
But I thought the crisis shouldn‘t affect my son. I preferred to forego parties and save money. „
In 2019 Patas went to stay with his friend Kandang
(there was a story about him in the 2019 annual report)
in Luxembourg to play for a club. “No matter where I
have been, I always wanted to return to Tarrafal one day
to do something useful there, such as helping Delta Cultura. Unfortunately, I‘ve never earned that much money
to be able to save and to build something up here. But I
always knew that one day I would come back ...”, Patas
always believed in a future in Tarrafal.
During his home vacation in Tarrafal in 2021, Patas
met an entrepreneur who had big projects for Tarrafal. He

Where to go in case of sexual abuse

others. Then I asked the girls where they would go if
they were sexually abused. One of the girls said to the
police, everyone else said they would come to us ... I
am pleased to have them place their trust on us.

told by Cutchinha - educator, football coach

I often use the football training with the U16 girls
to talk about a wide variety of topics. I often prepare
for it by researching the Internet.
Not long ago I was sitting with
8 players and we were talking
about sexual abuse. Tarrafal is
considered to be the municipality
with the most abuse cases in Cape
Verde. All of the players have had
bad experiences with men and we
talked about them.
In the end I took a few stones
and assigned a location to each
stone: police, school, Education
Center, court, municipality and
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DELTA CULTURA DATABASES

ods for conveying teaching contents. The programming of the database was commissioned
and Delta Cultura received all teaching content from the first to the twelfth grade from
the Ministry of Education. The programming
of the database took longer than expected, it
had to be adapted again and again and is still
not quite as desired. But the completion is to
be expected soon.
All employees of the Education Center
have started looking for suitable games, videos, music and activities for the above-mentioned teaching content at the different school
grades.
The database will give the supervisors quick and easy
access to alternative methods for conveying teaching
content. It can be found out quickly and easily whether
the child reacts better to visual or acoustic stimuli. This
knowledge can then be entered in the registration database.

To facilitate and improve the day-to-day work, Delta Cultura uses two databases that were programmed by
two ex-participants from the Education Center.
Delta Cultura has been using a registration database
in which all participants are registered since many years.
In addition to the basic data such as name, year of birth,
etc., there is also the option of entering information
about social background, school performance and other
relevant data.
All educators of the Education Center, including the
project manager, fundraiser and administrator, are responsible for a number of participants. The tasks include
checking attendance, observing the mental state of the
participant, tracking school performance and entering
all the relevant data into the database. Personal statements and assessments of the participant are also entered
into the database.
In one of the team meetings during the pandemic, the
idea came up to create a database with alternative meth-
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DATA ABOUT PARTICIPANTS

INFOGRAFIKEN
For many years, DCCV has registered 250 participants
for the daily programs. Also in 2021/2022.
All participants are registered in the comprehensive
Delta Cultura database, which is explained under
“Delta Cultura databases”.

OVERALL REGISTERED
PARTICIPANTS 2021/2022

There are 4 different types of participants:
 Participants of the daily programs (registered in
the database)
 Participants who only take part in football activities
(registered)
 Participants who only take part in Batuco
(registered)
 Participants of events (counted or estimated for
large events)

Female 154
43%

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

300

357

Male 203
57%

The unsatisfactory higher number of male participants
(57%) can be explained by the higher number of men
playing football in the older age groups.
Gender equality is an implicitness for participants in
the daily programs and in the kindergarten.

Male
Female

200

100

125

172

Txerno

8 years old
At Delta Cultura
I learn how
to study and
how I live in a
community.

125
71
15
15
Daily
programs

Football aktivitities

Kinder
garten

22
Batuco

Many of the participants in the daily programs also
play football; some only play football and do not take
part in the daily programs.
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DATA ABOUT PARTICIPANTS

INFOGRAFIKEN
DIVISION OF OVERALL PARTICIPANTS BY AGE AND GENDER
TOTAL

35

20

10

24

23

28

22

33

27

24

31

19

20

22

20

11

17

20

18

15

19

male

30

female

25

20

10
12

14

11

12

10

19

13
11

13

15

10

5

9

3
8
4

7
5

10
6

12
7

16
8

12
9

14
10

17
11
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13
12

18
13

8

3

2

2

14

15

16

17

6

6

18

> 18

PARTICIPANTS OF THE FOOTBALL ACTIVITIES BY AGE GROUP AND GENDER
40

Male
Female

30

20

10

U7

U9

U11

U13

U15

U17

U19

Female
U16

First
team
female

First
team
male

PARTICIPANTS AT EVENTS

The number of participants at the events has decreased compared to previous years. The reason is the pandemic. Football
games and cultural events were suspended from January to July 2021.
Often the participants of the events are also active in other programs, but not always and not exclusively.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
DIVIDED BY KIND OF EVENT

GENDER RATIO
2500

Female
2127

Male
4852
Male
2725

AGE RATIO

> 15 jears
2460

1500

1000

< 15 jears

4852

Female

2000

487

1425

813

524

793

792

500

2392
0

Cultural events
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Sportive events

Educational
events

This report focuses on the direct beneficiaries of the
daily programs as well as the events. But there are also
numerous indirect beneficiaries:
 The Education Center’s educational programs improve the school performance of the participants,
which generally improves the educational level of the
public schools (approx. 4,200 pupils).
 The activities of the Education Center relieve the
legal guardians, who know that their children are

being taken care of and can thus devote themselves
to their work or the acquisition of a job.
 DCCV organizes many cleaning and beautification
activities (see number of events) throughout the
community of Tarrafal. The entire population (9,000
residents in the city of Tarrafal) benefits from it.
 In 2021 DCCV brought around € 103,000 from foreign donors to Tarrafal. This money also benefits the
local economy.

Neiva and football
told by Samir - Educator

Neiva is 10 years old. I have a particularly close
relationship with her. Neiva is a very smart girl and I
really enjoy studying with her. The other day she told
me that when she came to the Education Center the
first time she thought football was a men’s sport and
she wouldn’t get an opportunity to play. But this year
she started to train and also to play. “Playing football
has enriched my everyday life here at the Center a lot.
I now love to play football.”
But Neiva doesn’t just have a talent for football.
She is very versatile. She also takes piano lessons, she
is very good at dancing and one of those girls who
goes surfing as well.
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DATA ABOUT THE PROGRAMS AND EVENTS

INFOGRAFIKEN

meaningful leisure activities are the best instrument for
addiction prevention. Iceland has promoted sports and
cultural associations and encouraged children and young
people and their parents to look for leisure activities that
matched the talents of the children and young people ...
that is what the Education Center offers: leisure activities
that make the children and young people happy.
An article about this topic can be found here:
https://drugsandalcoholni.info/iceland/
In total, the Education Center conducted 3923 educational activities in 2021.

The numbers in the graphics below have remained the
same over the past few years. They illustrate the variety of
offers and demonstrate the positive effects that the Education Center has on the participants.
In regard to the impact the offers of the Education
Center have on the participants, it is interesting to have
a look on the approach Iceland took 20 years ago when
they had a huge drug and alcohol abuse problem they
wanted to resolve. Iceland back then was one of the
countries with the highest alcohol consumption among
young people in the world. Today Iceland is considered
a model country in terms of addiction prevention. Numerous studies carried out came to the conclusion that

PROGRAMMES CONDUCTED
1000

TOTAL 3923

380

190

152
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Surf lessons

Batuco

380

Music classes

380

Kindergarten

684

Educational games

760

		

960

Art classes

0

Language Classes

200

IT classes

400

Football Trainings

600

School support

800

8

 Homework support, artistic activities and education-

The numbers were calculated as follows:
 38 weeks of activities per year; 5 days a week (= 190

days) without weekends and without July when Delta
Cultura only organizes events and without August
when the Education Center is closed for holidays
 Football training for 10 age groups who train twice a
week (also in July)
 Computer classes take place four times a day for
different age groups (each group twice a week).
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al games take place daily for the children who come
in the morning and the children who come in the
afternoon.
Music lessons: twice a week in the mornings and
afternoons
Language lessons: three times a week
Surf lessons: once a week since the beginning of
November
Batuco: twice a week

ACTIVITIES PER CHILD
The graph below gives an example of how many activities a child takes part in per year.
A child who takes part in football training, artistic
activities, homework and tutoring groups, computer lessons, and sports and cultural events is involved in 741
educational activities over the year.
These numbers were calculated as follows:
 38 weeks of activities per year; 5 days a week (= 190
days)
 Homework support: daily

 Educational games: the number can only be estimat-








ed because these games take place all the time. So it
was calculated that a participant takes part in these
games 3 times a week.
Art activities: twice a week
Football training, twice a week, 42 weeks a year
Computer and music lessons: twice a week
Language lessons: three times a week
Events: 34 (estimated number)
Football matches: 15 matches on the weekends

PROGRAMMES CONDUCTED PER CHILD

84

76

76

76

0

34

Football Games

Music sessions

76

Events

Language Classes

114

IT classes

190

Football Trainings

50

Educational Games

100

School support

150

Artistic activities

TOTAL 741

200

34

15

NUMBER OF EVENTS CONDUCTED IN 2021
From January to June 2021 inclusive, sports and cultural events were suspended due to the pandemic restrictions. Delta Cultura hosted 103 events from July to
December.
In the graphic below, the events are divided into
sports, cultural and educational events. Of course, this
classification is not a clear and precise one. Many of the
sporting events (e.g. the football3 tournaments) also
train social skills. This also applies to cultural events.
The sporting events are almost exclusively football
games for the various age groups, as well as “Olympic
games” during the school holidays with football, volleyball, athletics and educational games.
The educational events are workshops on relevant
topics, excursions to interesting locations and sights, as
well as clean-up activities on the beach and other places.
The cultural events are mainly performances by the
Batuco group, but in 2021 also a dance performance by
participants from the Education Center (described in
this report), a visit from a jazz group and the first “concert” by the piano students.

Cultural events
23

Sportive events
48
103

Educational events
23

Cellphone repair

told by Suzete - IT instructor
Zequinha 14 years old, comes to the Center regularly
and likes to use the Internet for research purposes.
Some time ago his cellphone broke. In his distress,
he came to me and said he needed the Internet for
research purposes, he wanted to try to repair his cellphone and look for instructions on the Internet. No
sooner said than done and he actually succeeded.
“Since then, friends have been coming to me all
the time asking me to fix their cellphones as well.” ...
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE CENTER
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Nely

9 years old
I like Delta Cultura because here
I learn incredible things and
because Gilson (project manager)
and Marco (volunteer) are my best
friends.
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The heart does not want to
told by Cutchinha – educator, coach

Sandrine is 6 years old and my job is to do homework with her. Sandrine knows, of course, that we
don’t force her to do homework, but I am always trying to convince her to do it.
One day it was particularly difficult to convince
her to concentrate for a moment and do the homework.
“Look, if you concentrate and I help you, we’ll be
done within 20 minutes.” I tried to motivate her.
“Oh, Cutchinha. My heart doesn’t want to do
homework today”, was her very convincing answer.
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Zoya

8 years old
I have friends at Delta Cultura and I
am happy here. I like to do a lot of
things here, but my favorite one is
to draw. I also like to play with the
cat. It is beautiful here.
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The bearded fisherman

told by Marisa - co-founder Delta Cultura,
cultural director
I was sitting with a group of kindergarten kids and
we talked about animals. I asked the children if they
know which animal has a beard and comes ashore
from the sea. So far I have only known seals that fit
this description. But Carlo knew one more animal: “A
fisherman!”
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Seliane

8 years old
Delta makes me happy.

RESUME 2021
WRITTEN BY FLORIAN WEGENSTEIN – CO-FOUNDER OF DELTA CULTURA
of successful operation of the Education Center - it has
become much easier to find new donors.
Concerning the long-term funding of the Education
Center, the annual art auction that Delta Cultura Austria organizes makes me very optimistic. At the first art
auction nine years ago, it was possible to transfer 5.000 €
for the Education Center. At this year‘s auction it was already 50.000 €. With an annual budget of around 130.000
€, this is a very high percentage. I am also convinced that
the art auction team in Vienna will continue to grow. The
Delta Cultura art auction community gets bigger and
bigger every year.
My cordial thanks to everyone who supports the Education Center.
It is not only when I write this annual report that I
realize what a successful project this Education Center is.
I see, experience and I am told all year round how happy
the participants of the Education Center are. But since
we always ask the children to write something about the
Education Center that we will then be publish in this

It was - as the years always are - an exciting year with
successes, failures and changes. To tell about all of them
would go beyond the scope, but I will try to give an overview of what the Education Center experienced in 2021.
Responsibilities have been shifted in the management
of the Education Center. I have handed over the project
management to Marisa and Gilson and from now on I
take care of fundraising and I also participate in the design of the programs. This change was also necessary because there was a threat of financial difficulties for the
first months of 2022. So what I mean is that the money
was running short. In itself, money does it all the time
- no idea where it got this damned running out attitude
from - but the threat was so big that I had to devote myself to solving this problem. And I succeeded. But my
goal is not only to finance the year 2022; I want to find
funding for several years. This is what I will focus on in
2022 and I want to achieve this goal by the middle of the
year. It‘s not that fundraising is my great passion. It is
rather tiring for me. Even if - thanks to the many years
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is not what the Education Center wants. We want to see
happy children who do activities that make them happy,
who do not feel pressured to be and act in a way they do
not want to. I firmly believe that this is the only way to
create future perspectives for them.
It is always very difficult to express these successes of
the Education Center in numbers and data. How many
percentages will a child be happier in his future life when
he had the chance to make part of the Education Center
for years in his childhood? That cannot be expressed in
numbers, but I very much hope that the quotes and anecdotes that can be found throughout this report, together
with the studies mentioned and listed about this topic,
provide impressive evidence that the Education Center is
a very successful project with huge impact on the life of
the participants.

report, I always become particularly aware of it when
writing the report. I think the greatest praise I have ever
received for the Education Center came from Leonilde
this year. She said the Center is the only place where she
can be who she really is and where she doesn‘t have to
pretend to be someone she isn‘t just to please others. It‘s
unbelievable that an 11 year old can reflect so deeply and
then express it in good Portuguese. So I really have to
admit that this statement made me very happy. What else
is life about if not about being the person who you really
are. Only that can make you happy and thus contribute
to a positive personal development ... or maybe not only
that, but in my opinion, being happy is essential for a
person to develop.
This statement from Leo also describes very precisely what this project is about. Create future perspectives
for children and young people. And you can‘t do that by
forcing them into programs, worldviews, religions or anything else. This leads to the fact that the children and
young people dissemble and twist themselves in order
to satisfy the people who carry out these programs. This

This report shows that the Education Center has developed further in 2021, like all the previous years as well
and I very much hope that this development never stops
as long as the Center exists.
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OUR MAIN PARTNERS IN 2021
All the activities shown above were possible thanks to
our strong and dedicated partners. Besides Delta Cultura

in Austria and Germany our main partners in 2021 were
(in alphabetical order):
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